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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

This report writes about step by step how to create a platform to start an online business using 

social media. There is an official website for registering your business online. Various 

information that needs to be filled in to ensure that any problems in the future can be avoided 

and your personal information is secure and accurate. This report presents photographs as proof 

that the information entered is true and accurate. However, the website allows for the editing 

of any personal information at any time. 

Apart from that, this report also explains the important things that are required for organizations 

that want to start their business. For example, the name and address of the business, 

organizational charts, mission and vision of the organization, description about the product and 

the price list are important things that need to be taken seriously if you want to start a business 

either online or offline. The name and address serve to make customers aware of the existence 

of your business while the organization chart and mission and vision serve as a benchmark to 

those who are in the organization in achieving business objectives. The price list and 

description of the product for the organization's products is important so that everyone is aware 

of any changes and it is easy for customers to make a purchase with the price list and product 

description from your organization. 

In this report shows various posts from Facebook. The Facebook post is a teaser post, hard sell 

and soft sell as well as a graphic found on the Facebook wall. All posts have their own role and 

all of these are one of the online marketing strategies. The teaser serves as is to generate interest 

in the securities, and it may be followed by the prospectus, final prospectus, and initial public 

offering. Hard sell uses sentences like "purchase now before time runs out," "limited time 

only," "don't miss out," and "get yours now before it's too late" to sell their product immediately 

to customers. And soft sell is a marketing strategy that is less powerful and emphatic.   
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1.0 BUSINESS REGISTRATION 

 

1. 1 Go-Ecommerce Registration  
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1.2 Personal Information 

 

Figure 1: Personal Information 

 

 

Figure 2: Institution Information 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION OF BUSINESS 

2.1 Name and address of business  

Our name business is Melted.buds by acilaa. Address for our business is at owner home, which 

is at No 214, Jalan Pulai Jaya 15, Bandar Pulai Jaya, Johor Bahru, Johor. The business was run 

by a 22 -year -old student from Universiti Teknologi Mara (UiTM) Puncak Alam and he was 

inspired by the food sold in the cafeteria where he studied. It is difficult to get a good dessert 

at a cheap price for a student. So, there was an online business called "Melted. Buds by acilaa" 

using the medium of Facebook as where they operate. 

 

 

2.2 Organizational chart 

Melted.buds by acilaa has their own organizational chart even they running their business 

through online. Organizational chart serves as an indicator to someone who has a unique role 

in an organization. And they play an important role in moving the organization. With an 

organizational chart, superiors can distribute resources optimally and efficiently without 

causing duplication of positions and tasks and there is no waste of energy. With an 

organizational chart, employees are clear on how they work to achieve the mission and vision 

of the company. Although online, Melted.buds by acilaa has also provided its own 

organizational chart. They have established the positions of Founder, Finance Advisor, Graphic 

Designer and Content Advisor as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Organizational Chart of Melted.buds by acilaa 

 

2.3 Mission / vision 

Melted.buds by acilaa have a clear mission which we explain the reason that our brands are 

exist in market and which our mission is to serve the best chocolate cake and almond crunchy 

at an affordable price that is made wholeheartedly for customers. 

 

Our vision has describes how the future will look once our goal is completed. We are imagining 

that our product will be known to many and most sought after and able to inspire students out 

there to do business while studying. 

 

 

2.4 Descriptions of products  

Chocolate moist cake from Melted.buds by acilaa is a chocolate cake that uses premium 

ingredients where there is a fluffy cake covered with chocolate melt and various toppings that 

can be chosen by customers themselves. there is no limit to the affordable price of RM 7 for 

small size and RM 20 for large size of 8 inches. Customers can taste the concentration of 

chocolate melt and the fluffiness of fresh steamed chocolate cake. The content in chocolate 
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moist cake is flour, premium cocoa powder, baking powder, baking soda powder, sugar, eggs, 

butter, milk, and vegetable oil, and will be steamed at 45 minutes to ensure the cake is fully 

cooked. the milk is heated and poured on a cake that is at room temperature. And lastly, 

toppings like chocolate rice, chocolate chips, Oreo, m&m, KitKat and whatever the customer 

wants we will put on top of the cake as toppings. 

 

While homemade almond crunchy from Melted.buds by acilaa is a bean biscuit that uses 

premium ingredients where the biscuit has a crunchy and crispy taste and sweetness in each 

bite of the biscuit with an affordable price of RM 15 for small size and RM 20 for large size. 

Customers can taste and experience the crunchiness and sweetness combined under one 

tastebud and create an addictive feeling to eat it. Once I feel sure I want it again. One jar is 

definitely not enough and what makes it special is that it is a bolt from owner Melted.buds by 

acilaa himself. The ingredients in homemade crunchy almonds are premium florenta flour, 

almond flakes, pumpkin seeds, sunflower seeds, as well as black and white sesame seeds. The 

ingredients will be combined and baked according to a mold set at a temperature of 170 degrees 

Celsius and for 40 to 45 minutes or until the biscuits turn brown. These biscuits are not 

recommended to those who are allergic to nuts. 

 

2.5 Price list 

The price list can make it easier for customers to find out information about the price of each 

product produced by Melted.buds by acilaa without creating doubts and fraud in the buying 

and selling session. This is the price list of Melted.buds by acilaa product:  

 

No Items RM 

1 Chocolate Moist Cake (Small) 7 

2 Chocolate Moist Cake (Large 8inch) 20 

3 Almond Crunchy Homemade (Small) 15 

4 Almond Crunchy Homemade (Large) 20 

Table 1: Price list item 
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3.0 FACEBOOK (FB) 

3.1 Facebook (FB) page  

Using the medium of Facebook, the founder of Melted.buds by acilaa runs his business. Due 

to circumstantial factors such as the COVID-19 pandemic prompted him to run a business 

online and get encouragement from the government to do business online. Social media like 

Facebook helps a lot of new traders who want to start their business online. As shown in Figure 

4 is the Facebook page for the business Melted.buds by acilaa. 

 

Figure 4: Facebook Page of Melted.buds by acilaa 

 

 

3.2 URL Facebook (FB) page 

Also included is a link that takes customers directly to Facebook pages to purchase items from 

Melted.buds by acilaa as shown: 

https://www.facebook.com/Meltedbuds-108118241425292/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Meltedbuds-108118241425292/
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3.3 Facebook (FB) post – Teaser 

The teaser's goal is to generate interest in the securities, and it may be followed by the 

prospectus, final prospectus, and initial public offering. The teaser usually has few details and 

simply emphasizes aspects that will appeal to a potential buyer. Melted.buds by acilaa also 

made some teasers on their Facebook page at different times and different product as in Figure 

5 and Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 5: First Teaser Post of Melted.buds by acilaa 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Second Teaser Post of Melted.buds by acilaa 
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3.4 Facebook (FB) post – Hard sell 

Hard sell calls to action include phrases like "purchase now before time runs out," "limited 

time only," "don't miss out," and "get yours now before it's too late." There is 2 hard sells that 

Melted.buds by acilaa use in their online business as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. 

https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=151615937062055&set=a.143012164589099 

 

 

Figure 7: First Hard Sell of Melted.buds by acilaa 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=152933613596954&set=a.143012164589099 

 

 

Figure 8: Second Hard Sell in Melted.buds by acilaa 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=151615937062055&set=a.143012164589099
https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=152933613596954&set=a.143012164589099
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3.5 Facebook (FB) post – Soft Sell 

Soft sell calls to action are typically less powerful and emphatic. "Come on by if you want to 

take advantage of this deal," a soft sell call would say. There are 2 soft sell sells that 

Melted.buds by acilaa use in their online business as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=144760974414218&set=a.143012164589099 

 

 

Figure 9: First Soft Sell in Melted.buds by acilaa 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=147741530782829&set=a.143012164589099 

 

 

Figure 10: Second Soft Sell in Melted.buds in acilaa 

https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=144760974414218&set=a.143012164589099
https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=147741530782829&set=a.143012164589099
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4.0 CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we can see that Melted.buds by acilaa has a strong marketing strategy as well as 

a clear mission and vision for them to achieve. Through social media, Melted.buds by acilaa is 

able to expand its business. In fact, they are not focused on one way to get the attention of their 

customers of varying tastes. Social media such as Facebook is the most suitable medium to 

start a business online or on a small scale, especially during this pandemic season that urges 

everyone to do activities online only. They take the opportunity by doing business online as 

well because they are sensitive to the current situation and the increasingly sophisticated world 

with technology. They can also expand their business using social media such as expanding 

their business to other states. Customers will still increase and increase revenue by each 

company, especially Melted.buds by acilaa. Through social media we can also use various 

marketing methods and focus on the target market we want. If not using social media, 

businesses will waste time by targeting those who should not be the target of the organization. 

Organizations also only focus on one way which is to physically market by promoting their 

product or service face to face. They will face more losses than they expect and lower results. 

So, it is clear that social media is able to bring small businesses in Malaysia to expand their 

business and get more profits. 

 

 


